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Remember when therapy was the most taboo subject? Everyone pretended everything was fine and handled their problems in secret. A logical solution! (Not.) 80 Awesome Mental Health Resources When You Can't Afford a TherapistLet's be real: We're all struggling here. So let's talk
about it. Even better, let's talk to professionals about it. Therapists are expert listeners – it's literally their job to help you overcome your problems. And we're not the only ones who need them: celebrities too. A new video series from filmmakers Alex Karpovsky (you may know him as Ray
Ploshansky in Girls) and Teddy Blanks - who collectively call themselves Spielbergs - delves into what celebs have learned from (many, many) years of therapy and why they found it useful. The series is called Shrink, and the first season consists of Sarah Silverman, Lena Dunham, Susan
Orlean, Gary Shteyngart, Kimberly Peirce and Natasha Lyonne. In every two-minute-or-less episode, the artists break the stigma around therapy by talking openly, honestly and humorously about their experiences. Sarah Silverman, for example, talks about struggling as a teenager and
learning to love herself through therapy. And Lena Dunham explains how her therapist helped her come to terms with her obsessive-compulsive disorder: Not only is this show proof therapists are real-life superheroes, but it's also an important reminder that we're all dealing with sh*t. Fame,
money, success, popularity, which our problems can't make go away. The best thing we can do is admit to ourselves - and ideally the people we love - that we are struggling so that we can get the help we need. Seemingly overnight, Netflix has become the primary destination for stand-up
comedy specials. For many years, the highlight of a comic's career was getting the coveted HBO special, but these days it seems that all of the top comics are releasing their specials on Netflix. And that's why there's a lot of comedy specials on Netflix right now. And while the shift looks like
it happened pretty quickly, Netflix has actually been grinding away at the stand-up game for several years, and has built a huge library of top-shelf comedy specials. The list below includes 31 stand-up comedy specials that all stream on Netflix. The vast majority of them are Netflix originals
that have premiered in recent years, but there are a few older specials of comedians who haven't released newer material in a while. As a general rule, each comedian is represented by only one special on this list, their most recent, although many of them have several hours that are
available to stream you should enjoy what here So take a look below at 31 comedy specials currently streaming on Netflix, and get ready to laugh. 2'Dave Chappelle: Equanimity &amp; The Bird Bird Chappelle gets a second entry because he just released two more hours of new material for
Netflix, resulting in a total of four in the past year. That's an insane output for any comic.3'Sarah Silverman: A Speck Of Dust'Sarah Silverman is absurdly funny on everything she does, but standing up remains her best medium.4'Todd Barry: Spicy Honey'He may not be as recognizable as
some of the other names on this list, but hardcore comedy fans know Todd Barry as one of the best and hardest working stand ups working today.7'Chelsea Peretti : One Of The Greats' The title of Chelsea Peretti's special is meant to be satirically boastful, but it's actually true.8'Judd
Apatow: The Return'Judd Apatow retired 25 years ago and eventually became an insanely successful film producer and director. Now he's back, and hasn't lost a step.9'Patton Oswalt: Annihilation'Who doesn't love Patton Oswalt? The likeable comedian released this powerful special last
year, with the tragic death of his wife at the center of his material. It's funny and cathartic, and proves that there might be no one better at finding the humor in what trash life throws at you.10'John Mulaney: The Comeback Kid if you're not already a big fan of John Mulaney, you'll be after this
special. It's not often that you see a heavily pregnant woman perform a stand-up special, but Ali Wong is not your average comedian. 12'Bo Burnham: Make Happy'He may not be a teenage prodigy anymore, but at 27, Bo Burnham is funnier than ever.13'Donald Glover: Weirdo's
entertainmentone on YouTubeDonald Glover has proven he can excel at anything, and during his relatively short stint as a stand-up, managed to release a rather remarkable special in 2012.14'Norm MacDonald: Hitler's Dog, Gossip &amp; Trickery'There may be no comic alive who's better
at the art of crafting a joke than Norm MacDonald.15'Maria Bamford : Old Baby'Maria Bamford is one of the most unique stand-up comics you'll probably come across. She's also one of the best.16'Jim Jefferies: Freedumb'Jim Jefferies became better known last year thanks to his new
untitled late night comedy series, and this special shows why the Australian comic's preference for political humor makes him famous. 17'Hasan Minhaj: Homecoming King's The Daily Show correspondent star rises, so step on board now so you say you knew about him before it was
cool.18'Amy Schumer: The Leather Special'Amy Schumer shows why she's become so hugely successful lately by hitting the stage - dressed in all leather, of course.19's Joe Mande's Award Winning Comedy Special'A writer for Parks &amp; Recreation , Master of None, and The Good



Place, Joe Mande proves he has a talent for performing, too.20'Hannibal Buress: Comedy If you only know Hannibal Buress from Broad City, it's time to familiarize yourself with his full body of van Birbiglia: Thank God For Jokes'Mike Birbiglia's deeply personal stand-up sets often resemble
a man's shows, and they're always hilarious. Although this moving documentary is not technically a stand-up special, it still contains many clips of Tig Notaro absolutely killing it on stage. Jim Gaffigan is a clean comic, which means he doesn't swear on stage. But don't let that put you off,
he's easily as funny as any other comic out there. 24'Jen Kirkman: Just Keep Livin'?' Many know Jen Kirkman from her days working on Chelsea Lately, but she's an accomplished comedian in her own right and is more than capable of wearing her own special.25'Tom Papa: Live In New
York City's Tom Papa's for centuries, but still hasn't really had his moment like many of the other comics on this list. That's a shame, because the sharply dressed comic is one of the best pranksters around.26'Leslie Jones: Problem Child'Leslie Jones' stand up is what got her her SNL gig,
so see where her career - which began in 1987 - first caught fire with this 2010 special. 27'Eugene Mirman: Vegan On His Way To The Complain Store'28'Wyatt Cenac: Brooklyn'Wyatt Cenac - Subject on YouTubeThe former Daily Show correspondent has been the face of the Brooklyn
comedy scene for years, and this ode to the district shows why.29'Garfunkel &amp; Oates: Trying To Be Special'Garfunkel And Oates on YouTubeIf you like musical comedy, there may be no one better than the duo of Riki Lindhome (Garfunkel) and Kate Micucci (Oates). Or, if you prefer
your comedy duos non-musical (and identical), check out these offbeat siblings. If you want some variety, this Netflix series includes six different comics doing their own long sets: Deon Cole, Beth Stelling, Nate Bargatze, Dan Soder, Nikki Glaser and Fortune Feimster.Er are literally dozens
more stand-up specials on Netflix, but these 31 provide an excellent introduction to the streaming service's comedy offerings. Jerry Seinfeld became a household name after spending nearly 10 years starring in Seinfeld, perhaps the best-known sitcom ever premiered on television. The
Seinfeld stars have remained close ever since, and all played an integral role in shaping it into the iconic show that it became. Yet, years later, Seinfeld is worth far more than its co-stars. What is the net worth of the cast? The Seinfeld cast in 1993 | Scott Flynn/AFP via Getty Images Jerry
Seinfeld is worth $950 million Jerry Seinfeld is the man behind the show. The sitcom was created by Seinfeld and Larry David, with the two wanting to portray the trials and tribulations of a stand-up comedian. In real life, Seinfeld was a comedian, and although the pilot didn't receive great
ratings from test viewers, NBC picked up Series. Fast forward 30 years, and the show is still remembered as one of the best ever air. In that that Seinfeld has earned hundreds of millions from his character on the show, including $400 million in royalties alone. Through the show's final
season, Seinfeld earned $1 million per episode - for a 30-minute sitcom. Netflix recently paid an undisclosed amount to stream the show starting in 2021, but estimates are between $400 and $500 million, and Seinfeld has probably gotten a bigger cut than its co-stars. His huge salary for
filming, plus his royalties since the show ended more than 20 years ago, have given him a $950 million net worth. Julia Louis-Dreyfus is worth $200 million without Seinfeld's co-stars, Seinfeld wouldn't be what it was. Julia Louis-Dreyfus, who played Elaine Benes, Seinfeld's former girlfriend
and one of his best friends on the show, didn't receive nearly as much per episode during the final season as the star. By the time the show ended, Louis-Dreyfus was earning about $600,000 per episode - still a lucrative gig, but 40% less than what Seinfeld earned. Jerry Seinfeld, Julia
Louis-Dreyfus, and Michael Richards | Sylvain Gaboury/FilmMagic RELATED: 'Seinfeld': There's a simple explanation Why Jerry and Elaine Don't End Up Together Louis-Dreyfus and other co-stars hardly make anything for Seinfeld reruns today. This is because no time in their contracts
were negotiated during filming; they asked, but producers denied it. Today, Louis-Dreyfus' run on the show still played a big part in accumulating her $200 million net worth, although she had several other successful acting jobs. Jason Alexander's $50 million on Seinfeld was George
Costanza, played by Jason Alexander, Seinfeld's right-hand man. Still, he hasn't earned nearly as much of the show as his co-star. Along with Louis-Dreyfus, Alexander doesn't get paid for reruns. He once revealed that, with the exception of Seinfeld, they all have very few, standard Screen
Actors Guild remnants for the reruns. Alexander was also making $600,000 per episode through the final season of the show. Although he will always be known for his role in the show, he didn't secure many long-term acting jobs once Seinfeld ended. He has made his appearance in dozens
of TV shows and movies since the end of the show, all of which have helped him build a $50 million net worth. RELATED: 'Seinfeld' Star Jerry Seinfeld Reveals His Most Hated Episode of the Series - 'I Felt Very Uncomfortable' Michael Richards Is Worth $30 Million Michael Richards played
Seinfeld's neighbor, Cosmo Kramer. As with Louis-Dreyfus and Alexander, Richard reportedly made $600,000 per episode during the Seinfeld's season. But, like his co-stars, he barely makes any money from re-runs. Richards didn't have much of a career once the show ended, except for a
few failed efforts. He has made a number of appearances since last episode, but he will always be best known as Cosmo Kramer. Kramer.
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